
UVM216
Ultraviolet Disinfection Unit 
for Medium Spaces

High-power disinfection for large areas

Features

Safety by design
A motion sensor will detect any movement 
within 5 meters and immediately 
deactivate the lamp and sound an alarm.

Remote control
Through the wall

Fall protection -Auto Power Off
When lamp detects a movement of more 
than 45°, it will automatically power off, 
thus preventing heat damage to surrounding 
objects, should the lamp fall over.  

Quartz glass tube
Allows full transmission of ultraviolet light

No Ozone
Safe and harmless – Leave no residue

Note: Only when used in accordance with 
manufacturer instructions

Integrated wheels
Allows fast and easy relocation of unit

Safe start
2 minutes delayed start with audible alarms. 
Once the disinfection time is set, the lamp 
will be turned on after a delay of 2 minutes 
allowing people and pets to leave the room.

High quality lamp

30min
60m2
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240m2
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UVM216
Appareil pour désinfection 
à technologie ultraviolette 
pour grandes surfaces

Désinfection haute puissance  
pour les grandes surfaces

Caractéristiques

Sécurité 
Détecte tous mouvements à moins de  
5 mètres et désactive immédiatement  
la lampe en déclenchant une alarme.

Télécommande 
Fonctionne à travers les murs.

Démarrage sécurisé 
Démarrage différé de 2 minutes avec 
alarme sonore. Une fois le temps de  
désinfection réglé, la lampe s’allumera 
après un délai de 2 minutes permettant  
aux personnes et aux animaux  
domestiques de quitter la pièce.

Lampe de haute qualité

Protection contres les chutes –  
Extinction automatique 
Lorsque la lampe détecte un mouvement de
plus de 45°, elle s’éteint automatiquement,
empêchant ainsi les dommages causés par
la chaleur aux objets environnants, si la 
lampe tombe.

Tube quartz 
Permet une diffusion optimale de la lumière 
Ultraviolette.

Pas d’ozone 
Sûr et inoffensif – Ne laisse aucun résidu
Remarque : uniquement lorsqu’il est utilisé
conformément aux instructions du fabricant.

Roues intégrées 
Permet un déplacement rapide et facile
de l’appareil.
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Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theater, stadium and workshop

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theater, stadium and workshop, etc.
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Avertissement

Précautions

Hôtels, écoles, studios, petit théâtre, stade et atelier, etc.

Produit : GOLDENSEA UV Désinfection à haute 
puissance pour les grandes surfaces
Modèle : UVM216
Puissance Source lumineuse : 36W (T8) x 6
Durée de vie Source lumineuse : Max. 9000h

1. Les lampes de désinfection à rayon ultraviolet émettant 
des UV-C à 253,7 nm ne doivent être utilisées que dans un 
environnement sans organismes vivants (humains, animaux, 
plantes). La lumière ultraviolette peut provoquer des rougeurs 
cutanées, des démangeaisons, une desquamation et des 
lésions conjonctives oculaires causées par une ophtalmite 
électro-optique. Ne regardez jamais directement la lampe 
sans protection oculaire appropriée lorsqu’elle est allumée et 
émet de la lumière. Il est essentiel que toutes les personnes 
et les animaux domestiques quittent la pièce avant d’allumer 
la lampe et ne rentrent dans la pièce qu’une fois la lampe a 
été éteinte / a terminé son cycle de désinfection.

2. Les rayons ultraviolets ont un effet dégradant sur de  
nombreux matériaux, dont le plastique, le papier et le tissu. 
Une exposition à l’irradiation sur de longues périodes peut 
faire changer la couleur et / ou devenir plus fragile, de la 
surface des objets irradiés. N’utilisez jamais de produits de 
lampe de stérilisation aux ultraviolets émettant une irradia-

tion directe sur les vêtements, les ornements, la calligraphie,  
la peinture et autres objets de valeur coûteux.

3. La surface du tube de la lampe doit être maintenue  
propre lors de l’utilisation de la lampe de désinfection UV.  
Il est recommandé de nettoyer le tube de la lampe régulière-
ment lorsqu’il n’est pas utilisé (généralement toutes les  
2 semaines). Lors du nettoyage, veuillez utiliser un chiffon en 
coton doux et propre avec une petite quantité d’alcool pour 
essuyer la surface du tube de la lampe, enlever la poussière 
et l’huile.

4. Un effet secondaire de la désinfection peut être une odeur 
anormale, semblable à celle de la literie humide séchant 
au soleil, nous recommandons que les espaces soient bien  
ventilés pendant 10 à 15 minutes après la désinfection.

5.Les lampes UV doivent être correctement protégées après 
la désinfection et placées hors de portée des enfants, dans 
un endroit sûr.

6. Les chocs et les fortes vibrations peuvent provoquer le 
bris du tube de la lampe. En cas de bris du tube de la lampe, 
coupez immédiatement l’alimentation électrique et jetez la 
lampe, en portant des gants de protection et conformément 
à vos règles locales en matière de déchets toxiques et  
nocifs. En cas de bris d’une lampe, ouvrez immédiatement 
les fenêtres pendant 10 à 15 minutes de ventilation.

7. Ne désinfectez jamais les zones avec des objets inflam-
mables ou explosifs car vous pourriez provoquer un incendie 
ou une explosion.

8. Si le tube de la lampe doit être remplacé, remplacez-le 
uniquement par la marque d’origine du tube de la lampe  
et terminez l’opération conformément aux procédures du 
manuel de l’utilisateur.
 

L’exposition à la lumière ultraviolette peut endomager les yeux et la peau.
Tout individu, animal, ou plante ne doit pas être présent pendant l’utilisation ou doit être deplacé du site pendant l’utilisation.

Tension : 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Courant : 3A
Contrôle : Touches tactiles + télécommande
Matériaux : Verre de quartz et alliage d’aluminium
Fonction : Désinfection UV

Longueur d’onde : 253,7nm
Longueur de câble : 1,8m
Conformité : CE, ETL, FCC
Application : Grande surface : hôtels, écoles, studios, petit 
théâtre, stade et atelier

Informations du produit
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UVM216
Ultraviolet Disinfection Unit 
for Medium Spaces

High-power disinfection for large areas

Features

Safety by design
A motion sensor will detect any movement 
within 5 meters and immediately 
deactivate the lamp and sound an alarm.

Remote control
Through the wall

Fall protection -Auto Power Off
When lamp detects a movement of more 
than 45°, it will automatically power off, 
thus preventing heat damage to surrounding 
objects, should the lamp fall over.  

Quartz glass tube
Allows full transmission of ultraviolet light

No Ozone
Safe and harmless – Leave no residue

Note: Only when used in accordance with 
manufacturer instructions

Integrated wheels
Allows fast and easy relocation of unit

Safe start
2 minutes delayed start with audible alarms. 
Once the disinfection time is set, the lamp 
will be turned on after a delay of 2 minutes 
allowing people and pets to leave the room.

High quality lamp
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UVM216
Appareil de déinfection à ultraviolet
pour les grandes surfaces

Désinfection à haute puissance pour 
les grandes surfaces

Caractéristiques

Sécurité 
Un détecteur de présence détectera tout
mouvement à moins de 5 mètres et  
désactivera immédiatement la lampe  
en déclenchant une alarme.

Télécommande 
Fonctionne à travers les murs.

Démarrage sécurisé 
Démarrage différé de 2 minutes avec 
alarme sonore. Une fois le temps de  
désinfection réglé, la lampe s’allumera 
après un délai de 2 minutes permettant  
aux personnes et aux animaux  
domestiques de quitter la pièce.

Lampe de haute qualité

Protection contres les chutes –  
Extinction automatique 
Lorsque la lampe détecte un mouvement de
plus de 45°, elle s’éteint automatiquement,
empêchant ainsi les dommages causés par
la chaleur aux objets environnants, si la 
lampe tombe.

Tube quartz 
Permet une diffusion optimale de la lumière 
Ultraviolette.

Pas d’ozone 
Sûr et inoffensif – Ne laisse aucun résidu
Remarque : uniquement lorsqu’il est utilisé
conformément aux instructions du fabricant.

Roues intégrées 
Permet un déplacement rapide et facile
de l’appareil.
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Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theater, stadium and workshop

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theater, stadium and workshop, etc.

Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theaters, stadiums, workshops, etc.

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theaters, stadiums and workshops, etc...

Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theater, stadium and workshop

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theater, stadium and workshop, etc.

Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theater, stadium and workshop

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theater, stadium and workshop, etc.

|  info@skylineentourage.comskylineentourage.com
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Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theater, stadium and workshop

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theater, stadium and workshop, etc.

Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theaters, stadiums, workshops, etc.

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theaters, stadiums and workshops, etc...

Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theater, stadium and workshop

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theater, stadium and workshop, etc.

Precautions

Warning

1. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp products emitting UV-C
at 253.7nm must only be used in an environment with
no living things present (humans, animals, plants).
Ultraviolet light may cause skin redness, itching, peeling, 
and eye conjunctive damage caused by electro-optical
ophthalmitis. 
Never look directly at the lamp without suitable eye
protection when it is powered on and emitting light. It is
essential that all people and pets leave the room before
the lamp is turned on and only re-enter the room after
the lamp has been turned off/ has finished its disinfection 
cycle.

2. Ultraviolet has a degrading effect on many materials
including plastics, paper and cloth. Exposure to irradiation 
over long periods of time may cause the surface of the

irradiated objects to change color and or become more 
brittle. Never use ultraviolet sterilization lamp products 
emitting direct irradiation on expensive clothing, 
ornaments, calligraphy, painting and other valuables.

3. The surface of the lamp tube should be kept clean when 
using the UV disinfection lamp. It is recommended to clean 
the lamp tube regularly when not in use (usually every
2 weeks). When cleaning, please use a soft clean cotton
cloth with a small amount of alcohol to wipe the lamp tube 
surface, remove the dust and oil.

4. A side effect of disinfection can be an abnormal
smell, similar to that of the sun drying wet bedding, we
recommend that spaces are well ventilated for 10-15
minutes following disinfection.

5. UV lamps should be properly protected after disinfection 
and placed out of reach of children, in a safe place.

6. Impact and strong vibration may cause the lamp tube
to break. Should the lamp tube break, immediately turn
off the power supply and dispose of the lamp, wearing
protective gloves and according to your local toxic and
harmful garbage rules. Should a lamp break, immediately 
open the windows for 10-15 minutes of ventilation.

7. Never disinfect areas with inflammable or explosive
items as you may otherwise cause burning or explosion.

8. If the lamp tube needs to be replaced, replace only
with the original brand of lamp tube and complete the
operation according to the procedures in the user manual.

Ultraviolet light can cause damage to eyes and skin.
All personnel, animals and plants must leave/ be moved from the site during use.

Product information

Product: GOLDENSEA UV Ultraviolet Disinfection 
Lamp for commercial environments
Model: UVM216
Light Source Wattage: 36W (T8) x 6
Light Source Lifespan: Max. 9000h

Voltage: 100V-240V/50-60Hz
Current: 3A
Control: Touch keys + remote control
Material: Quartz glass and aluminum alloy
Function: UV disinfection

Wavelength: 253.7nm
Cable Length: 1.8m
Compliance: CE, ETL, FCC
Application: Large spaces: hotels, schools, studios, small 
theater, stadium and workshop

Application areas Hotels, schools, studios, small theater, stadium and workshop, etc.
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